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OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE: 
BOTH THREAT AND OPPORTUNITY 
TO FUTURE COUNTER-TERRORISM 

EFFORTS
“Intelligently employed, information technology can dramatically increase the fighting 

power of military force, but it is no substitute for good judgement.”
 David Betz

1. INTRODUCTION
The revolution of information technology and its 
effects everywhere from commerce to politics is 
increasingly making open sources more accessi-
ble, ubiquitous, and valuable. It is estimated that 
open source data may account for as much as 80-90% 
(Gibson, 2007) of the overall intelligence that deci-
sion-making is based on. In the case of counter-ter-
rorism, the contribution of open source intelligence 
(OSINT) may even be as high as 95% (Hobbs, Moran 
and Salisbury, 2014; 9).

The premise of this essay is that OSINT is a useful 
tool supporting counter-terrorism efforts, however 
it is no panacea. Its importance has grown since the 
beginning of the 21st century, as a result of both the 
technological revolution and the democratization of 
technologies. This has enabled a significant amount 
of data and information generated by human activi-
ties to be transferred into digital forms. Indeed, this 
trend is mirrored when investigating or gathering 
background data on contemporary terrorists, or ter-
rorist groups, for whom the internet and social media 
have also become increasingly crucial tools. This has 
enabled activities such as radicalization, the recruit-
ment of new members, and provided a platform for 
the promotion of propaganda. 

Yet, in order to better serve its purposes effectively 
and efficiently, OSINT needs to be seen for what it is. 
It is neither a silver bullet for countering terrorism 

nor an obsolete novelty. Ultimately, one can never 
accurately distinguish the decisive factor in coun-
tering terrorism, and therefore counter-terrorism 
tools, such as OSINT, are better understood as part of 
a wider toolkit. Indeed, when combined with stolen 
secrets, diplomatic reports, and technical collections, 
for instance, OSINT constitutes an “intricate mosaic” 
of intelligence practices (Mercado, 2007). 

Thus, combining academic literature with practi-
cal case studies, the structure of the present essay is 
as follows. First, the key conceptual terms “count-
er-terrorism” and “open source intelligence” will be 
defined. Information technologies of the 21st centu-
ry have opened new unlimited possibilities to those 
who wish to fight against terrorism. In the second 
section, OSINT will be presented as a tool enabling 
exploration of these possibilities which can potential-
ly be both challenges and opportunities, depending 
on the context and perception of each user. This es-
say concludes with a number of practical case studies 
demonstrating the diverse role which OSINT plays in 
countering terrorism, supporting the ultimate argu-
ment of this essay that OSINT serves the purposes of 
countering terrorism best when combined with other 
sources of intelligence.
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2. DEFINING OSINT AND COUNTER-TERRORISM
OSINT does not have one universal definition, with 
some authors even calling it an ‘oxymoron’ (Carol, 
2001). Nevertheless, for the purpose of this essay, a 
definition which emphases the ‘supportive’ role of 
OSINT will be utilised: “OSINT is the exploitation 
of open source information for intelligence purpos-
es as a part of a broader, all-source intelligence pro-
cess” (Hobbs, Moran and Salisbury, 2014; 1).

Similarly, there is no universal definition of counter-
terrorism. The premise found in literature  that coun-
terterrorism is an effort at countering terrorism (Am-
ble, 2014; 168) does not suffice without a definition of 
terrorism as well. In this essay, a general definition will 
be used: “Terrorism is a politically motivated tactic in-
volving the threat or use of force or violence in which 
the pursuit of publicity always plays a significant role” 
(Weinberg, Pedahzur and Hirsch-Hoefer, 2004).

3. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF OSINT
OSINT is a relatively new tool in terms of counter-
terrorism, and brings with it a number of challeng-
es and opportunities. Scholars such as Gibson (2007) 
and Sands (2005) list a variety of features of OSINT in 
cluster-form, whereas Mercado (2007) approaches it 
by listing explicit challenges and opportunities. 

Three OSINT phenomena will now be presented 
as potentially constituting both challenges and op-
portunities. Here, it will be demonstrated that the 
emergence or existence of technology does not nec-
essarily have ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ consequences, 
but that both of these outcomes are in fact subjec-
tive, depending on both the perception of the tech-
nology and the purpose for which it is being used.  In 
practice, this concerns i) the quantity of data, ii) the 
democratization of intelligence, and iii) the picture 
of reality.

3.1. Quantity of data
Terrorist groups/individuals use the internet for var-
ious purposes, such as the spread of propaganda, re-
cruitment, and tactical operations through the dark-
web, in particular (Akhgar, Bayerl, Sampson, 2017; 
5). One of the most valuable contributions of OSINT 
is therefore the systematic collection and analysis of 
terrorist group media which, among other opportu-
nities, offers a valuable means of identifying the key 
players in terrorist operations. This is fundamental 
for forecasting the nature of the threat each group 
poses (Hobbs, Moran and Salisbury, 2014; 18), an as-
pect of counterterrorism which would indeed be 
made much harder without open source access to the 
online activities of terrorist groups.

Despite its importance in this regard, the sheer quan-
tity of potentially insightful sources and data pumped 
out daily across the internet, not to mention its dif-
fering quality, makes it a very costly and time con-
suming endeavour. Additionally, it is also difficult 
to follow and keep track of, which itself creates fur-
ther problems of sorting information and identifying 
what is relevant and what is just ‘background noise’ 
(Freedman, 2008; 17). Indeed, even with a more tar-
geted approach – such as focusing on specific groups 
or channels – it is still a rather difficult task overall, 
given the variety of dissemination methods terrorists 
employ (Amble, 2014; 171). Take the social media plat-
form ‘Twitter’ for instance: one must sift through 
many thousands of statements in order to determine 
the value of each, and to identify the relevant profiles. 
This is a supremely difficult task, wherein rather so-
phisticated methodologies must be employed (Berger 
and Morgan, 2015). 

3.2. Democratization of intelligence
Simply put, a computer and a stable internet connec-
tion – technologies readily available to the average 
citizen –  are the only equipment necessary for OSINT 
practitioners.  Most online search tools and databases 
are publicly available, free to use, and require no ex-
pert training. Thus, one key opportunity feature of 
OSINT is its ‘communicability’ (Sands, 2005) which, 
unlike when dealing with sensitive information, 
means that such data is often shared with the public. 
As a result, the entry threshold into this field when 
compared to other intelligence disciplines is low and 
even though the overall quality of the practitioners 
does not inherently increase, this allows practitioners 
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from all spheres of society to participate in this disci-
pline. Besides sinking the costs of both training new 
analysts, as well as gathering the intelligence itself, 
OSINT enables security forces to engage and share 
information with the public. This can help to prevent 
spread of rumours, hoaxes, or disinformation (Barlett 
and Miller, 2013). It also allows citizens and security 
forces to work together on ongoing investigations 
through volunteer-based, crowd-sourced intelligence 
(Barlett, Miller, Crump and Middleton, 2013). 

Nevertheless, the sharing of such information so pub-
licly also gives terrorists and other criminal groups 
greater insight into ongoing investigations, which 
they can, in turn, use to their own benefit. Security 
forces therefore need to select the publicly available 
data carefully, in order not to risk either the success 
of the investigation, nor the safety of the intelli-
gence community. Indeed, lower barriers of entry 
have in fact opened the door to OSINT practices for 
both terrorists and criminals. One of the most use-
ful tools for terrorist groups when preparing terror-
ist attacks (Harding, 2007) has proven to be Google 
Street View, or Google Maps (The Daily Mail, 2018). 
And even though there have been attempts to prevent 
these tools being used and abused by terrorists, thus 
far, these have proven to be rather ineffectual (Metz, 
2009). Indeed, despite the easy accessibility of OSINT, 
lower barriers to entry and the practice’s ubiquity in 
the modern world also inherently become challenges 
for counter-terrorism efforts.

3.3. Picture of Reality
OSINT is mainly utilised to provide background 
analysis and to put pieces of information gathered 
by other intelligence methods into place. This comes 
as little surprise, given that it is one of the quickest, 
cheapest, and most productive methods for gather-
ing intelligence (Sand, 2005). Thus, in terms of pro-
viding a more accurate ‘picture of reality’, OSINT is 
invaluable. However, when gathering intelligence, 
analysts must also bear in mind that data needs to 
be timely, accurate, relevant, and verifiable (Gibson, 
2007). Nevertheless, accurately verifying and eval-
uating data freely drawn from the internet remains 
rather problematic. This is especially true when 
one’s adversary is aware of their communication 
being monitored, and they design and disseminate 

their own information, in part, with this context in 
mind (Amble, 2014; 172).

Furthermore, disinformation, propaganda, and 
even simple cognitive biases resulting from the lack 
of background information are the biggest adversar-
ies of OSINT practitioners. For example, some fake 
Facebook accounts which have been used for intelli-
gence collection have ended up misleading even high-
ly specialised experts, as in the case of the so-called 

“Syrian-American lesbian” (Barlett, Miller, Crump 
and Middleton, 2013). Intelligence personnel have 
collected and studied books in order to better under-
stand adversaries for decades, helping them to garner 
sufficient cultural contexts in order to better help 
them distinguish between the truth and their own 
biases (Amble, 2014; 170). OSINT, however, poses an 
additional challenge in terms of a lack of knowledge 
of foreign languages and local media expertise (Mer-
cado, 2007) and therefore the data gathered might be 
too biased, or the analysis might be too shallow to 
provide the decision makers with an accurate picture 
of reality. 

Unfortunately, analysts do often deal with investiga-
tions where they have very little reliable data beyond 
OSINT upon which to base their judgements (Merca-
do, 2007). This can especially be the case for unknown 
or newly emerging terrorist groups, or in impenetra-
ble or underdeveloped regions. This can be partially 
mitigated by coding the sources based on credibility, 
or simply admitting its un-verifiability. Nevertheless, 
the best way to decrease the level of cognitive biases 
and provide an accurate picture of reality to decision 
makers is to combine OSINT with intelligence gath-
ered through different methods. 

As was demonstrated in the three examples above, 
OSINT is merely a tool helping  researchers gather 
and process data in the arena of the modern technol-
ogies in the 21st century. Indeed, as with any other 
newly-emerged technology, it creates a number of 
possibilities which can be perceived as both challeng-
es as well as opportunities. That is the reality which 
no one can do much about, and the best preparation 
for every individual wishing to utilize OSINT in coun-
tering terrorism is to be aware that just like any other, 
this sword also has two edges. 
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4. OSINT IN PRACTICE
As shown above, OSINT is a valuable analytical tool. 
To explore its role in countering terrorism in more 
detail, this chapter presents a variety of case studies 
where OSINT is being employed to gather a different 
kind of data serving different purposes. However, just 
like any other source of information, it is not the be 
all and end all, suggesting it serves its purposes best 
when combined with other sources of intelligence 
and counter-terrorism measures.

In May 2013, a plot to bomb the Embassy of Myanmar 
in Indonesia was detected and foiled when one of the 
terrorist perpetrators revealed his plans to execute 
the attack through a Facebook status update (Younas, 
2014). Unfortunately, it is rarely the case that terror-
ists post their plans on social networks, intentionally 
or otherwise. The work of an OSINT practitioner is 
often more subtle and not limited to social networks.

OSINT should prevent the radicalization of new re-
cruits by identifying narratives, influences, and pro-
paganda over the surface web (Akhgar, Bayerl, Samp-
son, 2017; 5). These narratives could be consequently 
challenged through counter-narrative or counter-ide-
ology, and their spread on the internet, including so-
cial media, are crucial for prevention of radicalization 
(Younas 2014). This could open the door to cooper-
ation between the OSINT practitioners identifying 
propaganda, disinformation and radical narratives 
and communication departments of security forc-
es to engage with the public through social media to 
reassure and disperse accurate information (Barlett, 
Miller, Crump and Middleton, 2013). 

In case of prevention of actual terrorist attacks, this 
could be done primarily through gathering intel-
ligence through open sources and collection of ev-

idence for securing convictions (Akhgar, Bayerl, 
Sampson, 2017; 6).  This was the case of Smadi, Mar-
tinez, Younus and Ali (Younas, 2014), whose arrests 
serve as an example of terror plots foiled by counter-
terrorism practitioners through effective monitoring 
of jihadist chat rooms and social media and follow up 
operations. Effective monitoring of such sources have 
led to more accurate threat assessment, and therefore 
jihadist media are considered to be an easy and im-
portant source of intelligence.

OSINT is valuable for its real-time analytical capa-
bilities, which can support counter-terrorism efforts 
by providing greater situational awareness (Akhgar, 
Bayerl, Sampson, 2017; 26). During the 2013 attack in 
Westgate, one of the attackers was tweeting on sev-
en different Twitter accounts (Younas, 2014). Not to 
focus on only lone wolf attackers, OSINT has been 
a priceless tool in the fight against Daesh. As a high 
number of foreign fighters are actively using social 
media, they have become an essential source of in-
formation on what happens on the ground (Carter, 
Maher and Neumann, 2014), including pictures or 
discussions of battles, reporting on current locations 
or activities related to battles, and references to in-
cidents both inside and outside Syria. On a reviewed 
sample of 563 Tweets, up to 40.32 % of them included 
such content (Klausen, 2014). 

The quantity of insights that can be gained from ana-
lyzing information that is publicly available online is 
enormous (Carter, Maher and Neumann, 2014). Even 
though the contribution of OSINT to counter-ter-
rorism efforts is undeniable, is it actually possible to 
answer the original essay question and specify what 
actually is the role that OSINT plays in countering 
terrorism and how valuable it is for the overall result.
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5. CONCLUSION
OSINT is a powerful tool in the fight against terror-
ism. As argued above, it brings many challenges for 
practitioners, but at the same time opens doors to im-
measurable amounts of information, which can help 
save lives. And as demonstrated in the third chapter, 
OSINT contributes to counter-terrorism in many 
ways, from providing contextual analysis to helping 
to better understand the adversary to strategic intelli-
gence on how to prevent the attacks, especially when 
combined with other forms of intelligence. 

Just as the jihadist organizations do not form a ho-
mogenous body readily counted by a single strategic 
approach (Amble, 2014; 181), so is intelligence and its 
effectiveness a slippery concept hard to pin down or 
measure (Hobbs, Moran and Salisbury, 2014; 12). Mea-
sures of success that are touted as useful and accurate 
so often fail in the real world (Quin, Zhou, Lai, Reid, 
Sageman and Chen, 2005; 316).  As a result, it is impos-
sible to determine how important the role of OSINT 
is in the fight against terrorism. It indeed differs from 
case to case. Nevertheless, even when looking at sepa-
rate investigations or operations against terrorists, it 
is hard to measure the success of OSINT in isolation. 
However when taken as a tool with other forms of 
counter-terrorism, its strengths become clear, and a 

number of its limitations are mitigated. Indeed, it is 
the most powerful when augmenting existing closed-
source intelligence by providing additional informa-
tion and direction to where further information may 
be required (Akhgar, Bayerl, and Sampson, 2017; 8).

Given the nature of terrorism and the requirements 
of countering it, OSINT offers opportunities to help 
to craft strategic responses that have yet to be fully ex-
ploited (Hobbes, Moran and Salisbury, 2014; 181). Nev-
ertheless, it is without any doubt that purposeful 
and legal monitoring analysis of open source data 
should be considered mandatory for any national 
counter-terrorism strategy (Akhgar, Bayerl, Samp-
son, 2017; 9).
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